
 

 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

This study is a sociolinguitics study about code mixing utterances 

document control division and other division in PT Panca Aditya Sejahtera. the 

writer is interested in investidating code mixing because indonesian community is 

bilingual society that is why people who live in bilingual community have a 

tendency to use two codes or more when the communicate to each other in order 

to maintain and establish relationship with other people. in this research the writer 

tries to analyze code mixing in the utterances document control division and other 

division in PT Panca Aditya Sejahtera. 

Considering the findings, the writer is able to make conclusion with her 

thesis. The writer found that the document control division usually results in code 

mixing. The main code of code mixing utterances in Indonesian. there are three 

types of code mixing utterances, Indonesian-Javanese, Indonesian-English, 

Indonesian-English-javanese. 

Words that are used in Indonesian-Javanese as Gak (not), Wes 

(allright), the words used in the Indonesian-English as Oke (expressions for 

agreement), Outlook (the program to send messages such as email), schedule, 

forecast, ect. Phrase that is often used in conversation is a kind of type of 

documents at PT Panca Aditya Sejahtera as the Daily report, Quality plant, Job 

description, Organixation Stucture, ect. 

 



 

 

Forms of code mixing which is often used in the form of conversation 

control document inserting word and inserting phrase. For code mixing, lack of 

knowledge is no excuse mixing effect in the building code. Reason is the lack of 

influence of the vocabulary in the language used. Some words used in 

conversations between document control division with other divisions in PT 

Panca Aditya Sejahtera is the name of the ISO document. Use of mixed code 

commonly used in conversations document control division with another division 

makes it easier to remember and understand its meaning because many of the 

relevant documents relating to the company. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


